
Oil

A relatively big drop in US fuel stocks led to another upside on the international oil market yesterday. The data might be a signal that 
the US production rally is declining a bit, something which could change momentum on the market in the future. The Brent front month 
contract closed the day at 49,70 USD/bbl, up 0,86 USD/bbl against the previous close. The market keeps a close eye on OPEC, who will 
meet and discuss further output cuts next week.

Gas
Weakening demand and increased supply from the Norwegian gas fields led to a bearish sentiment on the European gas markets 
yesterday. On the British market, the NBP Winter-17 contract fell 0,09 p/th, settling at 44,91 p/th. The market would probably had fallen 
further, had it not been for the bullish sentiment on the related oil and coal markets. A rebound seems likely Thursday.

Coal

European coal prices continued to rise yesterday. Demand in China remains high due to high temperatures and low hydropower avail-
ability, and this offers support in Europe as well. Coal-fired generation in Europe is increasing as well, due to limited nuclear availability 
in France. The price level in Europe is at the highest seen since 2014. This morning, the first indications from the market show that the 
upside might come to an end today.

Carbon There was a slight downside on the European carbon emission market yesterday, where the benchmark quota contract fell 0,06 EUR/t 
to close at 5,39 EUR/t. Profit margins for coal-fired power generation has weakened a bit, causing lower demand for quotas. 

Hydro

High pressures are currently dominating the weather picture in the Nordic area, but wetter and more unsettled conditions are expected 
from the beginning of next week. In total, the 10-day forecast is a bit wetter than what we saw yesterday. The hydro balance remains 
close to neutral and is expected in a slight surplus of 0,9 TWh in two weeks’ time. Temperatures remain below average but could rise to 
around normal during next week. 

Germany

Wednesday was largely neutral on the German power market, where the Cal-18 contract closed at 31,75 EUR/MWh, up a marginal 0,05 
EUR/MWh from Tuesday. The slight upside on the coal market was offset by falling carbon emission prices, leading to just a marginal 
upside throughout the day. We expect another day with limited fluctuations Thursday, as the upside on the oil and coal markets appear 
to be halted.

Equities The international stock markets were bullish Wednesday, with the European Stoxx600 Index up 0,77 %, while the US S&P 500 Index rose 
0,54 %. The first indications from Asia this morning show another bullish day.

Conclusion

After opening the day with further gains, the Nordic power market changed direction and ended up settling Wednesday largely neutral 
after a day with mixed signals. The Q4-17 contract closed at 30,73 EUR/MWh, down 0,02 EUR/MWh, while the YR-18 contract was 
down 0,09 EUR/MWh, closing at 25,68 EUR/MWh. We expect a slight downside on the short end of the curve Thursday, morning, due to 
wetter forecasts. Trading activity remains very low both on the Nordic power market and on the other relevant markets.
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18-jul 35,52 35,52 28,05 28,05 28,25 26,21 25,76 August 35,93 36,46 35,83 36,13 38,23 30,48 30,73 August 35,07 26,46 68,63

19-jul 33,25 33,25 29,55 30,98 30,37 26,40 26,08 Q4-17 27,05 29,50 29,15 29,50 31,65 26,85 26,75 Q4-17 34,33 31,79 65,06

20-jul 32,28 32,28 31,88 31,88 31,92 27,03 26,72 2017 27,78 29,56 27,78 28,11 31,46 25,68 25,68 2018 31,90 31,17 65,06


